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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE

The house may be an effective means to communicate ideas from
generation to generation in a preliterate society. Ritual is a

similar — though perhaps less effective — means. The Atoni of
Indonesian Timor do not build houses intending to express abstract
notions. They build homes. However, they do so in a way taught and
managed by elders, according to rules regarded as a vital part of their
heritage, and houses follow patterns, not individual whim.

As I studied Atoni houses,1 I was told how parts, sections and
appurtenances are made and used. Villagers are equally explicit, how-
ever, concerning another aspect of the house, the order in which things
are placed and used. When they are asked why a particular order is
necessary, one simple answer predominates; "Atoran es ia". (This is
the atoran, the order or arrangement.)

In this paper I consider what this just-so question of 'order' involves.
I believe that order in building expresses ideas symbolically, and the
house depicts them vividly for every individual from birth to death.
Furthermore, order concerns not just discrete ideas or symbols, but a
system; and the system expresses both principles of classification and
a value for classification per se, the definition of unity and difference.

The Atoni of Indonesian Timor number a quarter of a million, speak
a Malayo-Polynesian language, and have named patrilineal descent
groups.2 They grow maize and rice by shifting cultivation on moun-
1 I am indebted to The Ford Foundation for support of field research in

Indonesian Timor (1959—61) and to the Rhodes Trust (Oxford), the Wenner-
Gren Foundation, and the Southeast Asia Studies Program (Yale University)
for support while writing. I am grateful to Dr. P. Middelkoop for supple-
mentary information and valuable discussion, and to Dr. Rodney Needham
for the stimulus to study the house, though the data and interpretation are
my responsibility. My thanks to Sheila G. Lehman for the drawings.

2 Atoni (man; people) is short for Atoin Pah Meto (People of the Dry Land),
their designation for themselves. The group is normally called the 'Timorese'
in Dutch sources (e.g. Middelkoop 1950; 1960), and is the largest of five
ethno-linguistic groups of Indonesian Timor, the others being the Tetun,
Buna', Kemak, and Helong. For a survey of Indonesian Timor, see Ormeling
(1956) which includes an extensive bibliography. A sketch of social and
economic life in an Atoni village is found in Cunningham (1963a).
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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE. 35

tainous terrain, and they keep cattle, water buffalo, pigs, and chickens.
Few villages have easy access to a road and an exchange, rather than
a market, economy is the rule. Atoni share many elements of a common
culture, though there are variations over the ten princedoms. Atoni
princes are among the few 'native rulers' still recognized within the
Indonesian republic, and the princedom is the maximal native political
unit and the limit of society for most people. Christianity, Dutch and
later Indonesian administrations, and education came less intensively
to the Atoni than to some nearby peoples and began only in the second
decade of this century. Most Atoni still live by their traditions in a
village environment, though these outside forces are becoming more
influential following Indonesian independence.

The house (ume) is the residential, economic, and ritual unit at the
base of Atoni society. It is inhabited ideally, and in the majority of
cases, by an elementary family, the members of which eat and sleep
there, and guests are entertained in the house. There are no communal
houses for lineages or hamlets. A woman usually works at her house
when, for example, weaving or pounding grain, and food is prepared
for consumption there. Grain from the fields of a household is smoked
on racks over the hearth and stored in the attic. There are no communal
granaries for local lineages or hamlets, and there is a minimum of
economic cooperation between households. There is, however, obligatory
participation in life-cycle activities and ritual for agnates, affines, and
hamletmates, and a general value on aid within the hamlet in time
of need.

The house is a ritual centre for prayer, sacrifice and feasts. Ritual
of the life-cycle (birth, marriage, house-building, and death) is conducted
normally at the house of those immediately involved, and sacred
heirlooms are kept there. Houses (with their sacra) should endure;
heirs should maintain them and eventually inhabit them. Prayers may
be directed from the house to the Divinity (Uis Nend), the Powers
{pah meni), the ancestors (nitu), and to special tutelary spirits. Sorcery
may be initiated from (the house and victims are often (in my experience)
affected there, and diviners (mnane) normally work at the houses of
clients. Agricultural ritual begins and ends ait the house.

In the following discussion I consider only the type of house found
in the princedom of Amarasi where I stayed longest. Space does not
allow analysis of two different types found in other areas.3 Suffice

3 In a subsequent article I shall analyze these other types, using data from
Cunningham (1962:363ff).
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3 6 . CLARK E. CUNNINGHAM.

it to say here that common structural principles and common symbols
underlie these variations, and these are my concern. Also limited space
forbids my discussing house-building ritual, though I appreciate its
relevance.

The Amarasi House

Atoni say that the door should be oriented southward, the direction
they call ne'u (right).4 North is ali' (left); east, neonsaen (sun rise);
west, neontes (sunset). The word neno (neon in metathesis) may mean
sun, sky, or day, the reference here being sun. It is forbidden to orient
the door directly east-west, say informants, "because that is the way
of the sun" or "because the sun must not enter the house." In fact,
houses are oriented variously, though rarely (in my experience) directly
east-west; yet the front (or door) direction is called ne'u (right or
south). Within the house, orientation is established as a person faces
the door from the inside — just as Atoni compass directions are fixed
facing 'sunrise' — and again ne'u and ali' (right and left) sides of the
house are determined.

The metaphor ne'u ma W (right and left or south and north) is a
common Atoni one for 'good and evil'. East ('sunrise') is the direction
•where prayers are made to the Divinity, Uis Neno (Lord of the Sun,
Sky, or Day), a Divinity who, though not otiose, is little concerned
with moral issues. East is considered to be the direction of origin
where the 'ancient hill, ancient hamlet' (jatu mnasi, kuan mnasi) of
each lineage is located, but the 'way of the deceased' (ran nitu) upon
death is toward the west or the sea. Noble lines all have myths of
origin and migration from the east which are recited at their festivals;
however, there are tales told surreptitiously in nearly every princedom
that the ruling line acutally came from some other direction and
usurped power and then authority. In colour symbolism, east is
associated with white; south with red; west with black; north with
yellow. The native cloth worn by men is red • and white (the colors
of south and east); the traditional woman's cloth is black (the colour of

4 Concerning pronunciation: all stems consist of two syllables with stress on
the first. If the second syllable ends in o or o, the e in the first syllable
sounds short; if it ends in » or u, the e in the first syllable sounds long,
and the e's are equivalent to French ones marked with grave and acute accents.
The reverse, with e in the second syllable, also holds true. (Middelkoop:
conversation).
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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE. 37

west.) Yellow is not used as a main colour in cloths, but the colour

is associated with sorcerers (araut) who may be termed mat molo

(yellow eye). Rulers are associated with white; warriors with red, and

village headmen with black in their costumes. In their totality, rulers

may be termed uis mnatu, uis muni (gold lord, silver lord) in opposition

to all commoners who are termed to' muti, to' metan (white commoners,

black commoners).

(hau none)

FIGURE 1

key:

a fuf manas, 'sun cranium'; b fuf ai, 'fire cranium'; c hun, 'grass' (thatch roof) ;
d suaf bidjaekase, 'horse spar'; e suaf benof, 'benaf spar'; f suaf susuf, 'susuf
spar'; g aka'nunu, 'pillow*; h tak pant, cross-spar; i tnat oe, 'hold water' cross-
spars; j ni ainaf, 'mother post'; k ni ainaf (nakan), 'mother post' ('head');
1 atbat, beam; m kranit, cross-beam; n nesa', rafter; o tot, 'entrance' (attic) ;
p harak ko'u, 'great platform'; q harak tupa', 'sleeping platform'; r tunaf, 'hearth';
s ni manu, 'chicken post'; t haef, 'foot'; u piku, 'wall'; v eno, 'door'; w toi,
'entrance' (outer section); x harak manba'at, 'agreement platform' (serving plat-
form) ; y harak, 'platform'; z mone, 'outside; male' (yard).
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38 CLARK E. CUNNINGHAM.
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nanan
eno
toi
si'u
mone
harak ko'u
harak tupa'
harak manba'at
tunaf
tunaf
nai oe teke
ni ainaf
ni ainaf (nakan)
toi
ni manu
ni manu
haef
haef mese
piku .
rusi
rupit
harak

MOKE

s

'inside; centre' (inner section)
'door'
'entrance'
'elbow' (outer section)
'outside; male' (yard)
'great platform'
'sleeping platform'
'agreement platform' (serving platform)
'hearth' ;
'hearth' (alternate place)
'fixed water jar'
'mother post'
'mother post' ('head')
'entrance' (attic)
'chicken post' (corner)
'chicken post'
'foot'
'first foot'
'wall'
inner wall post
wall slat
'platform'
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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE. 39

The Amarasi house consists of the following elements, sections, and
appurtenances. (The numbers in parentheses refer to figures. The
figure number precedes the colon; the reference in that figure follows it.)

nanan (inside or centre): inner section (2: a)

Ume nanan (house inside or house centre) may refer to the 'inner
section' or to the whole area under the roof, depending upon contexts
which I discuss later. Nanan may mean 'inside' opposed to outside;
the 'inner' part opposed "to the outer part of an area; or the 'centre'
part opposed to the periphery within a circle. (However, nanan does
not mean 'centre point' which is mat, eye, or usan, navel.)

The nanan, or inner section, is reserved for agnates of the house-
holder, while the ume nanan, house centre — the whole area under
the roof — is for agnates, affines, and guests. Guests should not enter
the inner section through the door (2: b), though they may enter freely
the outer section (si'u) through the unclosed entrance (2:c). Guests
are not entertained in the inner section,' though wife-giving affines
may be received there on occasion. A wife has free access to the inner
section of her husband's house (or the house of his parents) only after
her initiation to his descent group ritual. Affines or. guests may not
sleep in the inner section, but a married daughter may do so if she
returns alone to visit her parents. If her husband comes too, they sleep
together on a platform in the outer section. Unmarried sons and
daughters sleep in the inner section, but a boy on reaching his late
teens may sleep in the outer section. All of the householders normally
eat in the inner section when there are no guests. The mood is relaxed
and the door is closed, and it is considered impolite to interrupt a
family meal.

si'u (elbow): outer section (2: d)

This section, also covered by the roof and ceiling, is used to receive
guests and for work by householders. It may be open (as in Figures 1
and 2) or enclosed by walls, an option of the householder. There are
one or more fixed 'platforms' (harak) 5 in the outer section where
guests sleep, eat or sit. (2:t) When guests come, the men eat in this
section and are served by young people or women; the women eat in

5 In standard Atoni, halak. The use of r for standard I is an Amarasi dialect
variant (see Middelkoop 1950:384). I use Amarasi forms throughout. Also,
» may be used for standard / (e.g. standard Man, way: Amarasi ranan).
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4 0 CLARK E. CUNNINGHAM.

the inner section where the food is prepared. (A man of some social
importance may eat here regularly. He is served by his wife or children
who crouch in the doorway while he eats and talk with him.) The
right side of the outer section is used first for receiving guests, and
there is often only one fixed platform, at this side. If there are many

-guests, persons of higher rank sit at the right and their food is served
there. During the day, women may use the outer section for work
such as weaving, spinning, basketmaking, or pounding corn and rice.
More often though, since light is poor under the roof's shade, they
work in the yard which is termed mone, a word meaning both 'outside'
and 'male'. This yard (1 : z or 2:e), normally bounded by stones
and sometimes by a fence, is often slightly elevated and paths should
not cross it.

harak ko'u (great platform) (2: f)

This is the principal and largest 'platform' (harak) in the house, on
the inner section. Though I use the pale word 'platform', a harak may
serve as a bed, bench, couch, table, or rack. The form is always the
same, but the use varies as may the appellation. The 'great platform'
is always on the right side within the inner section. Tools, household
possessions, and pounded corn and rice are kept here, usually stored
in baskets. Babies may sleep here, but children and youths should not.
They sleep on mats on the floor by the hearth. Informants stipulate
that neither women nor affines may sleep on the 'great platform'.

harak tupa' (sleeping platform) (2: g)

This platform, smaller and lower than the other, is always on the
left side of the inner section. The elder male and female of the house-
hold sleep here, and a partition of split-bamboo may enclose this bed
to give privacy for their sleep and personal possessions. Parents should
not sleep on mats on the ground, consistent with all other daily and
ceremonial usages in which a place on a platform signifies superior
status.

harak manba'at (agreement platform): serving platform (2: h)

This platform, smaller than the others, is near the hearth on the
left side, and"it holds cooking utensils and dishes. Food, after cooking,
is placed here, it being improper to serve directly from a pot on the
hearth. Here also women may be placed when they give birth. A fire
then burns under them during confinement and they are bathed in hot
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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE. 41

water from this fire which is tended by the husband. The word manba'at
is a substantive from the verb manba'an (to agree, arrange, or put in
order.) I return later to consider this name.

The use of three platforms, as described above, is common in
Amarasi, but not essential. Quite often there are only two, in the
places of what are here described as the 'great platform' (2: f) and the
'sleeping platform' (2: g), and the two then bear these names. The rules
that I-mentioned concerning their use remain the same. The former
is used for storing household goods, food, and tools, and as a seat for
men and elders of the household or wife-giving affines on occasion.
The latter is reserved as a bed for the elder couple, and a woman
gives birth here. The 'sleeping platform' may also be used for serving
food, especially when there are guests, or else a flat stone may be
placed by the hearth for this purpose. Thus the 'agreement platform'
is assimilated in function to the 'sleeping platform'.

tuna] (hearth) (2: i)
The hearth fire should be kept lit all the time by women, except

during their confinement when the husband is responsible. The hearth
ideally consists of three stones, two at the back and one at the front.
The back two should point toward the posts called ni manu (chicken
post) (2: nl) at the rear of the house, and the front one toward the
door, "so that the heat may go out", say informants. The hearth may
also consist of five stones, two at the front and two at the back, all
pointing toward corner 'chicken posts', and one at the centre pointing
towardthe door. They hearth may be at the centre of the inner section,
or to the back, but not forward; it may be on the centre-line of the
house or to the left, but not to the right.

nai oe teke (fixed water jar) (2: j)

An earthenware jar must stand at the back of the inner section by
the wall. It is normally opposite the door, though informants say it
may be left of centre. (Like the hearth, it may not be to the right.) The
jar is set with ceremony when the house is consecrated, and it must
not be moved. (It is filled from a water carrier with smaller jars or
cups which usually stand beside it.) If a new house is built (e.g. after
a fire), the jar must be moved with ceremony to the new house.

According to informants, the door, water jar, hearth, and the two
platforms are the main points of atoran, order, in the house. Their
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4 2 CLARK E. CUNNINGHAM.

positions are invariable — or variable within the fixed limits I
mentioned — and known to nearly all people. Items of European
furniture, like tables, chairs, and wardrobes, are rarely found in the
inner section, though some people have them in the outer section which
is otherwise bare except for a platform or two. (If these items are
found in the inner section, they do not upset the 'order' described.)
These elements, I believe, are not the only ordered ones; nearly all
aspects of the house express atoran. However, it is significant that
Atoni view these points as fundamental — the door, water jar, hearth,
and the two platforms — and I shall discuss this fact later.

ni ainaf (mother post) (2: k)

Four 'mother posts' of equal size support the rafters and the ceiling
(which is also the attic floor.) The so-called "head" (nakaf) is the
'mother post' at the front and left (2:1). The entrance to the attic is
by this post, as is a ladder, and when villagers are asked why this post
is called the "head", they say, "because it is by the hatch to the attic."
This 'head mother post', which plays a part in ritual, has a flat stone
altar at its base and sacred objects of the ancestors may hang from it.
lit is forbidden to put a nail in this post or to hang tools or other daily
objects from it, and none of the 'mother posts' are decorated by carving.

ni manu (chicken post) (2: nl, n2)

Twelve 'chicken posts' help support the roof at its outer extremity.
Four of these, each at a corner of the house (2:nl), touch the four
main roof spars which are termed 'horse spars' (suaf bidjaekase) (1: d).
The remaining 'chicken posts' (2: n2) surround the outer section, and
these may be decorated with carved designs or pictures.

haef (foot) (2: o)

The 'feet' are the peripheral wall posts, slightly smaller than the
'chicken posts', on which the roof spars (suaf) rest. These 'feet' enclose
the inner section; also the four ribs on each side of the partition (2: p)
are called 'feet', or more completely, haef mese (first foot). I was told
that there should be 120 'feet' to 12 'chicken posts'. This proportion,
if not exact numbers, seemed to be maintained in most Amarasi houses.
Many people did not know this fact, which I was told by elders, but
counting generally verified it. It is appropriate, in terms of other
fixed numbers for house parts and for the general importance of
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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE. 43

numbers in Atoni ritual, that some proportion is established and that the
totals are multiples of four, the numerical expression of unity for Atoni.

These tightly-packed 'feet' form a low wall about 3 or 4 feet high,
but they are not conceived as the unit which our term 'wall' implies
(and which Atoni would term piku.) On the inside, and parallel to
these 'feet', is a row of smaller posts called rusi (2: r), and between
these rows are slats called rupit (2: s). (I do not know any other
meanings for these words.) This form — two concentric rows of posts
with horizontal slats between — is the same as the fence which
surrounds Atoni swiddens, corrals, and hamlets, and rulers and warriors
are likened, in ritual speeches, to these posts of a fence which surrounds
and protects. As I show later, this fence form is repeated in the roof
which is also round.

piku (wall or partition) and eno (door) 2 : q and 2: b)

A partition separates the inner and outer sections, but it is of no
structural significance in supporting the ceiling or roof. A heavy
wooden door (eno), either solid or of fitted slabs, is found at the centre
of the partition. The hinges must be fixed so that the door swings
onto the left side of the house, i.e. toward the 'sleeping platform', thus
favouring entrance to the right. The doorway is quadrangular, with
separate pieces for the lintel, jambs, and threshold. The lintel, termed
eben, may be straight or arched, ideally the latter, say informants, but
usually the former. The name is related to ebe, the term for the moon-
shaped silver comb worn by women (which may also be termed junan,
moon.) The jambs are both called su'tai which means 'to support',
usually in the moral sense 'to be responsible for'. (Su' alone means
'to carry on the head'.) The threshold is termed teri, the verb 'to step
on' used as a substantive.

atbat, kranit, and nesa': the ceiling beams and rafters

Each of the four 'mother posts' has a curved fork at the top, and
they support two large beams termed atbat (1 : 1) which must run
parallel to the centre-line of the house. Lying above and across them
are beams called kranit (1 : m) which are each the same length and
which number 8, 12, 16, or 24, depending upon house size. The rafters,
nesa' (1 : n), lie above and across these, parallel to the atbat, and usually
number the same as the kranit. These rafters project over part of the
outer section and their front ends 'may be decorated. The atbat and
kranit beams are located over the inner section and are not decorated.
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44 CLARK E.. CUNNINGHAM.

FIGURE 3

key:

a fuf manas 'sun cranium'
b fuf ai 'fire cranium'
c mausak (maus) a type of liana (things) g2 susuf faof 'upper susuf
d suaf bidjaekase 'horse spar' h tak pani cross-spars
e aka'nunu 'pillow' i tnat oe
fi benaf mat 'centre-point benaf

f2 benaf koitne 'outside benaf
g1 susuf pin 'lower susuf

'hold water'
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A ceiling, usually split bamboo, rests on the rafters and also forms
the attic floor. The attic (po'af) is reserved for storing unpounded
maize and rice, and for an altar stone used in agricultural ritual.
Entrance to the attic is forbidden to anyone who is not an agnate of
the householder. The elder male and female in the household usually
manage it, sometimes with the help of a son, but daughters rarely go
there. Atoni say that the presence of another person in the attic "makes
the soul of the rice and maize flee."

hun (grass): the roof (1: c)

The roof, called simply 'grass' after its thatch, is conical in appearance
and extends almost to the ground. Seen from the outside, the Atoni
house appears to be one great roof,6 and has been described as bee-hive
shaped by more than one observer. The roof, like the walls, is rounded,
and Atoni refer to their houses as ume bubu' (round house) in contrast
to those of Rotenese or townsmen. From the inside, however, the
substructure of the roof is rectangular. It consists of four main corner
spars called 'horse spars' (suaf bidjaekase) (3: d), which meet the
'chicken posts', and slightly smaller spars (suaf) all around. The latter
are divided in two groups: suaf susuf, front and back (3:gl,g2), and
suaf benaf, right and left sides (3:fl,f2). These two groups are
subdivided into susun pin (lower susuf) and susun faof (upper susuf),
benan mat (centre-point benaf) and benan koitne (outside benaf). The
benaf, which are placed first, should have a somewhat greater diameter
than the susuf. I return later to the meaning of these two words.

All of the roof spars converge along the top between two horizontal
beams, the susuf spars forming a cross between them. These beams are
termed fuf manas (sun cranium) and fw/ ai (fire cranium) (3 : a, b). The
former is larger and above, and its ends show after the summit thatch
decoration is tied. These beams are tied at the middle by a rope termed
mausak (a type of liana), though the rope need not be made of mausak.
(3: c) One old specialist on the Amarasi house told me, "These two
beams guard the sun (manas) and guard the fire". When manas is used
for 'sun', it refers specifically to the 'heat of the sun'.?

6 This is especially true for Atoni house types not described here, where the
roof reaches the ground. In Amarasi, the 'feet' are visible from the outside.
However, this does not invalidate the points made later on symbolism since
the outer wall and roof are symbolically associated.

7 manas: probably cognate with Malay/Indonesian panas (hot). The m/p shift
is common between Malayo-Polynesian languages. (I. Dyen: conversation).
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46 CLARK E. CUNNINGHAM.

At the lower (or outer) periphery of the roof are two parallel and
tied cross-spars which also encase the roof spars (suaf) and which
encircle the roof. These are together termed tnat oe (hold water) (3: i).
Higher up, at the middle of the roof, are one or more larger cross-spars
termed aka'nunu (pillow) (3: e), and up and down ithe roof are smaller
cross-spars termed tak pani (3: h) 8 to which bundles of thatch are tied.
The reader will note that the spars running between the 'sun cranium'
and 'fire cranium', the 'pillows' and the tak pani, and the 'hold water'
cross-spars reproduce a fence form (Figure 4), to which I return later.
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FIGURE 4

key:

1 fuf manas
2 fuf ai
3 tak pani

4 aka'nunu
5 tnat oe
6 suaf

Having given ethnographic detail, I now consider the structure of
the Amarasi house and its symbolism in greater depth.

The Division of Space

A striking aspect of Atoni house structure is the cross pattern. The
use of the number four, expressing unity, and regularly intersecting
lines characterize this pattern which consists of the following elements:

8 Unhappily I could find no root meaning for the name tak pani, nor could
Dr. P. Middelkoop whom I asked. The same is true for the names kranit,
atbat, and nesa' mentioned earlier.
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ORDER IN THE ATONI HOUSE. 47

(1) the four points of the Atoni compass (5:1-4)
(2) the four corner 'chicken posts' (5:5-8)
(3) the four emphasized points of atoran, order: water jar, sleeping

platform, door, and great platform (5 :9-12)
(4) the four 'mother posts' (5:13-16)
(5) the central hearth (5:17)

These elements.can be represented, and linked, in two ways, both
of which continually recur in Atoni symbolism, ritual usages, and
conceptualizations of the social and political order: (a) intersecting,
and concentrically arranged, crosses in the form + and X, and (b)
concentric circles. Figure 5 illustrates these patterns, each circle
representing a step nearer the centre of the house. Figure 6 illustrates
the way in which the + and X alternate with each circle. The regularity
in this pattern might be fortuitous, but the facts I have given argue
the contrary, I believe. If anything, these figures represent a model
of the house.

A second striking aspect of Atoni house structure is the continual
division of wholes into halves, and the intersection of these divisions
with units which are halves of greater wholes. The complete house
under the roof, the ume nanan or 'house centre', is divided in two
parts in opposition to the yard termed mone (male; outside), and both
in turn are on an elevated area in opposition to a further 'outside'
(kotiri).9 The first division within the house creates right and left sides
of the inner and outer sections; the second divides the house back and
front into inner and outer sections. The inner section is divided, by
the arrangement of its fixed elements and their symbolic associations,
into 'male' and 'female' (or 'right' and 'left') halves in opposition to
the bare outer section. (When guests come to the outer section, how-
ever, they may be ordered right and left in terms of seniority.) The
inner and outer sections (nanan and si'it) form partitioned halves in
opposition to the undivided attic (po'af) which covers both.

This type of division is conceived by Atoni to apply to the cosmos.
Earth (pah pinan: lower land or land base) is divided into the 'dry
land' (pah meto) and the 'sea' (tasi) in opposition to the 'sky' (neno)
which is conceived as a dome over them. (The Atoni call themselves
Atoin Pah Meto, People of the Dry Land. Their origin is believed to
have been originally from the sky; they have myths of migration over

9 In Atoni, mone refers to 'the outside part within a given area'; kotin means
'outside any given area'.
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land, but not over the sea with which they eschew contact.) The sea,
in turn, is conceived to be in two parts, the 'female sea' (tasi feto) and
the 'male sea' (tasi mone). The, former part is the inner circle of sea
near the coast and bays, appropriate to other associations of 'inner'
and 'female'; the latter part is the distant circle of sea. Both parts
stand opposed to the 'dry land'. In all of these oppositions — dry land
and sea to sky, male sea and female sea to dry land, right and left

" sides of the 'house centre' to the yard, right and left sides of the inner
section to the outer section, and inner and outer sections of the
house to the attic — a conceptually subordinate pair is opposed to a
superordinate unit.

In one sense, therefore, the Atoni house is a model of the cosmos.
However, it is more than simply analogous to the universe; it is
integrated within it. Prayers are made to the Divinity from the hau
mone (male tree or outside tree) set in the yard, facing sunrise. Thus
the Atoni compass is ordered as I described earlier, with south=right,
north=left. The house must not face east-west, say informants,
"because that is the way of the sun" or "because the sun must not
enter the house." These reasons, or better, symbolic statements express
one fact: the house is set in opposition to the sun, sky, or day (all
neno in Atoni.) It is segregated from all three, windowless and dark,
and even in daytime its light and heat are generated by the perpetual
fire. The door orientation symbolically blocks the 'sun's way' (ran
neno). The pervasive interior division, right and left, is then made
facing the door. The next division, back and front, is made by a line
parallel to the sun's way, the partition. After that, the next beams,
the atbat, are perpendicular to this 'way', the kranit parallel, and so
forth up to the two summit beams, the 'fire cranium' and the 'sun
cranium'.

The naming of the two summit beams is opposite: it concerns an
opposition of 'heats', one of the hearth fire (at) and the other of the
sun (manas). The two 'heats' are symbolically opposed, or separated,
by these beams, just as door orientation blocks the way of the sun.
The reader will remember that one reason for orienting the door
southward was "because the sun must not enter the house" and that
the hearth stones are oriented toward the back and the door "so that
the heat may go out." The opposition of the house to the sky is
illustrated further in the naming of the two linked cross-spars at the
roof edge, the tnat oe (hold water). These cross-spars do not literally
'hold water'; they are not gutters. Rain water, for which most prayers
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to the Divinity are made, is symbolically kept from touching the ground
by the house, the epitome of segregation of sky and earth. The tying
of thatch, and its 'trimming along these spars, are the final steps in
house-building. The trimming (atref: to cut) is a ritual act done by a
representative of the wife-giving affines, and is said to make the house
"cool" (mainikin) ,10 again an aspect of opposition to the sun's heat.
Appropriately, it is considered physically dangerous for men to work
on a house during the rain.11

Atoni believe that all human activity should take place on 'dry land'.
They avoid the sea which is believed to be inhabited by monsters,
crocodiles, and large snakes, and the 'way of the deceased' (ran nitu)
is by the < sea. The dome-shaped sky is under the authority of the
Divinity (Uis Neno: Lord of the Sky), who in ritual may be referred
to as "Uis Neno' aobet, abenit, aneot" (Uis Neno, the dome-shaped,
the protecting, the overshadowing) (Middelkoop 1960:14). (Princes
on earth are termed uis pah, lord of the land, and are said to be
naneom, namaf, 'the shadowing ones, the shading ones'.) I have noted
that the attic is proscribed for ritual reasons and access is allowed
only to certain persons. Atoni conceive the Divinity also to be isolated
from man, and approachable only through prayer and sacrifice at
designated places (normally marked by a stone and a post), but not
otiose. Divinity is concerned with rain, sun, and fertility of the land,
and with the formation of the human being, both as creator and
preserver, originally and in any birth. It is not fortuitous, or merely
practical, I believe, that the attic of a house is devoted only to rice
and maize, produce of the fields; that a ritual stone is kept there;
and that entrance is restricted in a ritual idiom. Dome-shaped as it is,
it represents neno and all that it implies.

Given this point, it is understandable why in some Atoni areas the
roof thatch is termed unu. This word may be used for 'eldest' (e.g.
tataf unu]: eldest older brother); in Taebenu, the 'head mother post'
is termed ni unu]; and a cognate, un-unu, is invariably used by Atoni
for the 'distant past'. This distant past refers to the time, in myth
cum history, when an original order was fixed (e.g. when political

10 As in many languages, 'cool' (mainikin) denotes 'auspicious' or 'ritually
purified', 'warm' (tnaputu) the opposite. This explains, I believe, why women
sit over a fire and are bathed in hot water during confinement, a time of
ritual danger, the water being said to give them strength. Confinement ends
when a woman goes outside the house to bathe in a cool stream.

11 Kruyt (1923:452-453) reports this for Amarasi, and my informants said the
same.
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authorities became established; when a place was founded; when certain
clans first settled an area; when men obtained certain plants or
animals.) It is this period when rules or customs were established by
ancestors which guide behaviour at the present, the ancestor spirits
(nitu) guarding their perpetuation by sanctions on the living. Appro-
priately, when an individual tells things which are said by others to
have occurred later, therefore not an ultimate precedent, they are said
to have occurred tnana', i.e. in the 'inner' (or middle)12 past, an
inferior recent time.

The association of the roof with a superordinate and supernatural
sphere is further reflected in the naming of the 'hold water' (tnat oe)
cross-spars at the roof edge (3: i). The word tnat is an abbreviation
of atnatas, 'to hold in giving or receiving', in the ceremonial context
when a gift is made to a social superordinate, e.g. tribute, bridewealth,
or food to a host at a feast. (The gift is held with both hands at head
level in giving and receiving.)

The idea of a gift, or ritual tie, introduces another important point
in Atoni house symbolism, the link between opposed areas and the
stress on mediation. In a house the posts termed ni link the lower
section with the attic, and the 'head mother post' is the main place
of ritual according to informants "because it is by the entrance to the
attic." Forked posts, in the ni form and with a flat stone (fatu) or a
ring of stones (baki) at the base, are used by Atoni in all prayer and
sacrifice, i.e. in communication with the supernatural. (Where such
posts are used outside the house, they are termed hau, wood or tree,
an example being the hau mone in the yard.)

The notion of a link between opposed spheres is best illustrated in
the rope termed mausak or maus for short, which ties together the
'sun cranium' and 'fire cranium' beams at the roof summit (3: c).
This rope is not essential structurally; however, it serves an important
symbolic function, and I have already noted the significant symbolism
in the naming of the two beams. Maus has two meanings in Atoni;
'a type of liana' and 'things'. In ceremony, maus may be used to refer
to tribute, bridewealth, or an inheritance,13 all of which are 'things'

12 tnana': 'between' (Dutch tussen) (Middelkoop 1950:383). This word is an
abbreviation of .atnanan which is used in ritual language for 'centre' (e.g. in
the ritual parallelism, in itsan, in atnanan: its centre-point, its centre-area)*.

13 I heard maus used metaphorically in all of these contexts. Middelkoop reports
its use "generally as possessions, goods" (1950:509) in translation of Malay
harta which also may imply 'inherited goods'. Schulte Nordholt reports maus
for 'tribute' though he defines the word as 'a palm tree' (1947:56n.9).
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which unite in political, affinal, or descent contexts. Descent group
ritual is termed nono, also a type of liana. Binding together, symbolized
by a liana, is appropriate to the house, but the idea applies in many
other contexts,14 since the keynote of opposition is complementarity
not utter separation. The association of gift, 'things', a liana, and a
binding in this term maus — with its use at the important summit
of the house — represents a vivid Atoni expression of 'total prestations',
as Mauss (1954:3) termed them.

Right and Left, Male and Female
I would now like to consider further the dyadic categories symbolized

by 'right-left' (ne'u-aW) and 'male-female' (mone-feto), in relation to
house structure and the social order.

Inside the Atoni house there is a constant association of male
activities and symbols with the right side generally, the outer section,
the right side of the inner section, and the attic; female activities and
symbols with the inner section and, particularly, the left side of the
inner section. These two sets of associations are constants in Atoni
symbolism, expressing superordination and subordination respectively,
and space here allows mention of only a few examples.

The door, as I said, is oriented 'right' (ne'u) (or south) and men
predominate in the outer section (si'u). They receive male guests there,
and the men eat there while women remain in the inner section. Boys
may move to sleep there in their late teens, but girls may not. This
pattern is analogous to that of the traditional Atoni princedom where
a ritual lord called the atupas (sleeping one) remained at the centre
of the princedom in a palace area called ba'af (root). Though the ritual
lord was always a man, he was called feto (female). As one informant
said, "The ritual lord, the sleeping one, was female. He only knew
how to sleep and eat." The rest of the princedom was divided in four
'great quarters' (suku naek), each assigned to a cardinal point and
each headed by a secular lord termed monef-atonif (male-man).15 The
14 A 'wild buffalo' is termed bidjae maus; it is believed that the tnausak plant

can be fed to them to make them tame. Again the idea of a link being
established is relevant. Furthermore, maus as 'tribute' also implies that tribute
delivery serves to tame a ruler, the meaning of which can be understood by
reading Cunningham 1963b.

15 The first outline of this political organization was given by a Dutch district
officer, Schulte Nordholt (1947:54-67), for the princedom of Insana. I have
discussed it further in Cunningham 1962 and 1963b, and am preparing a
monograph on the subject. The importance of dyadic symbolism was first
stressed in detail by Van Wouden (1935) after analysis of reports about the
Atoni, but he did not discuss the house.
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secular lords were responsible for warfare, tribute to the ritual lord,
adjudication and public order generally, and they had warrior chiefs
who guarded the gate and the way of the princedom, controlling the
movement of persons and tribute. The four secular lords were ordered
by seniority in a pattern analogous to the colour symbolism mentioned
earlier, i.e. from east clockwise to north.

In wartime, men went outside the hamlets while women remained
behind with a ritual officiant to play drums and gongs and conduct
ritual. In wars of the princedom as a whole, the symbolically 'female'
ritual lord remained at the centre to conduct ceremonies. It should be
noted that the secular lords (the 'male-men') are on the periphery but
within the circle of the princedom. Similarly, the area for males in a
house — the si'u, or outer section — is on the outside but within the
circle of the 'chicken posts' and under the roof. In neither case are
the males 'outside' (kotin) which is another sphere entirely and
conceptually subordinate.

Within the inner section, there is a division right and left which is
perpendicular to the si'u-nanan division. The door swings toward the
left, thus favouring entrance to the 'right', a procedure consistent with
the symbolism of the si'u section and which honours a guest with
superordinate (i.e. 'right' or 'male') status. The right side of the inner
section contains the 'great platform' where males, elders, and wife-
giving affines are seated, all of whom have superordinate status. The
main provisions and tools of the household are also kept here, including
the pounded corn and rice for meals. Thus the right side of the inner
section, like the attic, is devoted to food supplies for which men are
primarily responsible; the left side is devoted to their preparation, for
which women are responsible. (In both collection and preparation of
food in certain contexts, both sexes may play a part. When they do,
either their activities or the items handled are classified as appropriately
'male' or 'female'. For example; in the fields women may weed or
gather crops by hand, but men must handle the knife; at ritual meals,
women cook rice with chicken broth while men cook beef, buffalo,
or pork at separate hearths.)

On the left side of the inner section are the hearth, water jar, and
'sleeping platform'. These elements are permanent aspects of atoran,
order, stressed by informants. Within the Atoni princedom, the ritual
lord called atupas (sleeping one), who was considered 'female' and
who occupied the 'inside' or 'centre' (nanan) position in a palace area
called the 'root', is a symbolic correlate of the woman and her position
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in the house, on whose side (the left) is located the hearth and 'sleeping
platform'. Informants said of the ritual lord, "He only knows how to
sleep and eat", and these are the two secular activities of the left side
or back of any Atoni house.

This complementary symbolism — of which 'right' and 'left', 'male'
and 'female' are symbolic expressions — is clearly exemplified in the
naming of the roof spars and the house posts. The uppermost roof
beam, the 'sun cranium', is opposed to the 'fire cranium' below it;
furthermore, it is opposed to the 'hold water' cross-spars at the outer
extremity of the roof. Here, in symbolic terms, 'fire' and 'water' stand
together, below, in opposition to 'sun', as the hearth and water jar
stand together permanently in the left and back side of the inner
section, and fire is more central than water in both cases.

The roof spars share this opposition. I mentioned earlier that the
roof spars, the susuf-benaf, are divided respectively as 'upper susuf
and 'lower susuf, 'centre-point benaf and 'outside benaf, the former
in each case being slightly larger. The terms benaf and susuf are
related, I believe, to benas, the machet which only men may use, and
susu, milk, which women both handle and provide.16 This interpretation
is consistent with the symbolic pattern in the betel-nut basket (oko)
which women make and carry: the upper part is called suin and the
lower part aina. The former word is suni (in common Atoni metathesis),
the head-hunting sword carried by men; the latter word, 'mother'.

The main roof spars, the 'horse spars', rest on the 'chicken posts'.
Though neither horses or chickens play a large part in Atoni ritual,
they are associated with males and females respectively in several
contexts. Only men tend horses (though both sexes may ride), and
warriors were formerly trained to manage them and to hunt and fight
from them. (Also, a horse accompanies the corpse of a prince to the
grave and subsequently is given to the chief representative of the wife-
giving affines). Women care for chickens and prepare the chicken broth
served with 'rice at feasts. This symbolic use of large 'horses' over
small 'chickens' is appropriate to the general superordinate character-
ization of the roof and attic over the lower part of the house. The
general use of tree symbols for rulers also is relevant. The princes
are said to be naneom, namaf, the shadowing ones, the shading ones.
The four secular lords ('male-men') are likened to four types of trees

19 Middelkoop writes, "the / as suffix consonant serves to indicate a general
notion." (1950:392).
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— nunu, neke, nisum, rete — and the ritual lord (whose palace area
is the 'root') to the usapi.17

The posts which surround the inner section, which are smaller,
shorter, and more numerous than the four main posts, are opposed to
them in the same dyadic idiom. In Amarasi, the 'mother post': 'chicken
post':: a large female animal: small animal. In another area, Taebenu,
the posts are termed ni inaf (mother post) and ni ana (child post), the
two terms being applicable to animals or humans. Since the main posts'
are characterized in a 'female' idiom, the outer posts are characterized
in a similar, but lesser, idiom.18

An identical pattern is found in the opposition of the main posts
and roof to the jambs and lintel of the doorway, each representing
a supported dome or arch. (In house types of other Atoni areas, there
are often only two main roof spars, rather than four as here, thus
stressing the arch idiom in the roof more clearly.) These two structures
are opposed as inside-outside, greater-lesser, male-female, and sun-
moon in their size and symbols. I have already discussed 'male'
associations of the roof, a dome-shaped symbol of the 'sky' or 'sun',
neno. The lintel (eben) is related in naming and arch form to the
woman's comb (ebe) which is made of silver and shaped like a half-
moon. This same type of opposition was found by Middelkoop applied
to two ritual posts (hau mone) in one village: they were termed 'tall
Divinity' and 'short Divinity', and villagers said they were like the
sun and the moon or, alternatively, the moon and morning star
(1960: 23). The opposition of gold and silver, sun and moon, is common
for Atoni, and may be used also for the ritual lord and the secular
lords respectively in contexts where the superordination of the former
is expressed.19 It would be inconsistent within Atoni symbolism to
give either the outer posts of the house or the door jambs and lintel

17 nunu: Ficus spp. epiph. neke: Gossampinus heptaphylla. nisum: Ficus Stlb-
glauca. rete (lete) : Alstonia scholaris. usapi: Schleichera oleosa. Identifications
from Meijer Drees (1950).

l a Perhaps it is relevant that the wood prescribed for the atbat, kranit, and
nesa' beams of this central structure is usapi (Schleichera oleosa), iron-wood,
and that the palace of the symbolically 'female' ritual lord was termed the
sonaf usapi (iron-wood palace). Though iron-wood is sturdy, other woods
would serve as well. The 'mother posts' are made of eucalyptus {hau huel)
which plays little role in Atoni symbolism despite its frequency on the island.
The practical value of eucalyptus is that it is large and strong and remains
30—40 years in the ground without rotting, while iron-wood rots rapidly.

19 Possible the adjacent Tetun people share these symbolic associations. Note
in Vroklage (1953: vol. I l l , photos 161 & 162) the man with a sun tattooed
on the right arm, a half-moon on .the left.
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an equal size to the main posts and beams or a symbolically 'male'
characterization.
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In Atoni, nanan may mean either 'inner' or 'centre'. In both meanings,
'female' symbolism is used in the house; but in different contexts the
question of superordination or subordination may vary. I have shown
how inner and outer parts of the house or the princedom are opposed
with 'female' and 'male' symbols and subordinate and superordinate
characterization respectively. However, I have noted also the concentric
pattern in which the larger and higher elements are found at the centre
of the house, the smaller on the periphery, and I have said that the
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further into the house one moves, the greater the rights and obligations.
This apparent inconsistency can be understood, I believe, by viewing
other Atoni social categorizations and the contexts in which super-
ordination is expressed.

Agnates of a householder have full rights in the house which is
believed to be guarded by ancestor spirits (nitu) and which contains
sacred objects used in the descent group ritual termed nono. The
household and lineage form a community of worship, and the descent
group may be referred to as nono. This word refers to a type of liana,
the symbol implying that ritual practices encircle (or perhaps ensnare)
the members of a descent group as a liana does a tree. Descent group
membership is referred to as su' nono (carry the descent group ritual
on the head), with the implication that it is both a shelter and a burden.
Birth ritual is said to ansae nono (elevate the nono), and an equivalent
ritual is held for a newly-married wife so that she may enter the inner
section of her husband's parent's house and the couple may have a
house consecrated for themselves.

All Atoni have continuing obligations toward their father's lineage,
the nono mnuke (young nono), and their mother's lineage, the nono
mnasi (old nono), and a boy should marry a girl from the latter.
Marriage with a cross-cousin, whom a boy calls fe ranan (wife way),
is termed matsau lime nanan (marriage within the house), the affinal
alliance of the lineages of a mother and father having placed the groups
within a house. The wife-giving affines are superordinate in daily and
ceremonial affairs, which their nono designation as 'old' denotes. Their
representative, usually the mother's brother, is termed atoni-amaj
(man-father), both terms expressing superordination and their con-
juction emphasizing it. The house thus balances symbolically the
interests of agnation and affinity.

Though the norm and idiom of Atoni descent is patrilineal, in fact
many people gain their lineage affiliation through their mother. They
are then said to su' nono mnasi (carry the old nono on the head). In
doing so, however, they hold subordinate status in the lineage, their
position having the qualities of a wife^taking affine vis-a-vis their
'agnates' in that lineage. Thus most lineages have a so-called 'male
house' (uem mone) and 'female house' (tiem feto), i.e. people who gain
membership through the father or the mother.20

20 The type of descent group on Timor which consists of a collection of titles
and rituals was mentioned by Leach (1962:131), and I am preparing an article
on the form of recruitment discussed here.
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Any local lineage is considered the centre of the social world and,
as I said, its members have greater rights at the centre of the house.
In expressing this lineage-centric view, Atoni refer to either the lineage
or household group as the uem tuan (house master) and to its affines
as 'male child' (an mone) and 'female child' (an jeto), the former wife-
givers and the latter wife-takers. The use of 'male' and 'female' here
indicates both the child whose marriage formed the affinal tie and the
symbolic character of the wife-givers as superordinate, wife-takers
subordinate. When affines are invited to any feast by the 'house
masters', they are termed collectively the ranan (way),i.e. the way to
affinal alliance. The reference to affines as either 'child' or 'way'
indicates their subordination to the 'house masters'. At a feast, all
other guests — either affines of affines or other people — are termed
collectively kotin (outside), i.e. outside affinity or agnation.

Respect, however, must be shown to all guests at a feast, and they
are seated in special places. The wife-givers are seated in the si'u
section and served by the householders. If the wife-takers are received
there too, they are seated on the left, the wife-givers on the right.
Sometimes, at small gatherings, wife-takers are received in the inner
section and seated on the 'great platform' at the right. The wife-takers
are then seated in the outer section. All other guests, those called kotin
(outside), are seated at temporary platforms outside the house. Thus
the agnates of the household and their affines are seated inside under
the roof, and it is their marriages which are said to be 'marriage
within the house'.

This seating pattern expresses covertly the superiority, unity, and
closeness of those nearer the 'house centre'. However, respect to guests
is mandatory, and the hosts must strive to reverse the symbolic primacy
of the 'house centre' by stressing the nanan as subordinate 'inner'
opposed to outer rather than superordinate 'centre' opposed to peri-
phery. The hosts must abase themselves, remain at the left or in bowed
positions, and serve others. They claim that their food and gifts are
inadequate in quantity and quality, and the guests may assent and
claim more, though all know that the hosts are exhausting themselves
to provide their best. The claims about the poor food are particularly
important in this reversal since feeding is pre-eminently an obligation
of a superior to an inferior. Finally, the wife-givers may not be called
'male child' on these occasions; they must be called atoni-amaf (man-
father). The symbolic characterization of the 'great platform', outer
section, and yard as 'male' ensures that this reversal will be complete.
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This leads to the next related point. Despite the subordinate con-
notations of the 'inner' section (expressed in 'female' or 'left' symbols),
this area is the ritual centre. The 'head mother post' is located on the
inner left. Given the connotations of 'left' and 'female', this would seem
to associate the ritual (or supernatural) with a subordinate sphere. The
same would appear true in the princedom where the ritual lord has
the same associations. Within the princedom, the four secular lords,
'male-men', in the outer area (which might be called the si'u of the
princedom), are predominant in daily affairs. They even have the
authority to beat the ritual lord and his guardians if they leave the
palace area without permission of the secular lords and an escort.
The association of ritual or supernatural concerns with a subordinate
sphere is not,, however, the case; spiritual matters are considered
superior to secular ones. When spiritual matters are at hand, the idea
of nanan as 'centre' is expressed, and the symbolically 'female' becomes
pivotal in the relation of Man to Divinity.

The presence of the 'head mother post' on the left illustrates this
fact within the house. As 'head' it is foremost; it is the route to the
attic which has symbolic superordination and it is the route to the
supernatural, being the place for prayer and certain sacred heirlooms.
This post may not be otherwise adorned or decorated. Only the 'chicken
posts' and the front ends of the nesa' rafters in the outer section are
decorated. Thus, the nearer the 'centre', the greater the purity, a
symbolic pattern identical to that in great Indian monuments of
Southeast Asia such as the Borobudur. There elaborate design is found
at the outer and lower parts, blankness at the centre and upper parts,
an architectural expression of the story of the Buddha's life — from'
riotousness to liberation. It is the left side of the house which is the
way to the supernatural for Atoni men who would pray to Divinity
or their agnatic ancestors. The same was true" for the secular lords,
the 'male-men', in a princedom who would pray for fertility or rain
for their land and crops. They had to do so through the ritual lord,
the symbolically female 'sleeping one' at the centre of the territory.

This symbolically pivotal position of females, or the 'female' category,
is not limited among Atoni to ritual. The mother (ainaf) or sister
(jetof), like the wife (fe), in a household or lineage is socially pivotal
as mediator to the two types of affines, the so-called 'way'. As 'mother',
she is mediator to her natal patrilineage which stands superordinate
to that of her husband and from which her son should obtain his wife.
Furthermore, it is this wife-giving group — appropriate to their
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superordination — which is responsible for major ritual elements in
the life-cycle of their wife-takers. Without this service, the placenta
cannot be cut from a new-bom child and removed from the house; a
bride and rights to her offspring cannot be secured to perpetuate the
lineage; the roof cannot be placed on a house, its making and ritual
'cooling' being the duty of the wife-givers; and the soul of the deceased
cannot be sent on its way in death-ritual to join its ancestors.

Given the points and symbols I have sketched, it is not surprising
that the bridewealth given to the wife-givers consists of live animals
(muit) and paddy (ane) or pounded rice (mnes), while the counter-
prestation from the wife-givers consists of cooked meat (sisi), cooked
rice (maka'), and woven cloth (tais). The former items within the
house are associated with the 'great platform' and attic, the latter with
the left side of the inner section and woman's hand. The former are
raw, the latter cooked; the former derive directly from the fertility
of the land (Divinity's concern), the latter are worked by human hands;
the former are alive when given, the latter dead. These associations
in the prestations are made explicitly by Atoni, and the symbolic
character of the gift always suits the. status of the group to which it is
given. Thus the link between Man and Divinity (or ancestors) through
the symbolically 'female' side of the house, and the type of gift given
— live animal sacrifice and the sprinkling of pounded rice (mnes)
during prayer — is analogous to the link between a lineage and its
wife-giving affines through the mediation of the woman received in
marriage. As mediator at feasts, she must be referred to by her natal
clan name (though she has been initiated to her husband's nono ritual)
and she must go out to escort her natal agnates as they arrive.

In referring to females as pivotal, I am translating the Atoni idea
expressed in the continual association of the nanan, or centre, of the
house and the princedom with female elements and symbols. In secular
concerns, females are jurally subordinate, as the nanan-si'u usages or
the secular organization of the princedom illustrate. Like a ritual lord,
a woman in a household may be ordered about or beaten by men, her
husband and brothers. In ritual however, the reverse is true. In war
dances, the main Atoni dance, women stand still and beat drums and
gongs while men circulate and brandish swords, imitating the flying
of a cockatoo, the head of which decorates the sword handle. The dance
is called joti, fly. Furthermore, Atoni consider women to be more fixed
generally than men, more trustworthy and more stable in personality.
Women control the purse-strings, and children in a home (particularly
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a broken home) gravitate toward the mother. Children commonly follow
a divorced mother, in time if not immediately, even though the children
remain agnates of their genitor or pater, and the completion of a stage
in bridewealth transfers jural rights over a child from the mother's
patrilineage to the father's. When Atoni children are sick or troubled,
they moan "mother, mother, mother" incessantly, whereas the common
expression "am honi!" (my genitor) is used when people are startled.
Conversely, the swear word "ainaf tinen!" (mother's genitals) is the
height of abuse and causes a violent reaction.21

This pivotal position of females is illustrated in the naming of the
harak manba'at (agreement platform) (2: h) which is used by women
to serve guests ait the common meal concluding every ritual. Manba'an
means 'to agree; to put things in order by mutual agreement; the give
and take needed in agreement on division of labor when some common
activity such as a feast is planned.' It is appropriate,, given the Atoni
view of the female position, that women are associated with such an
activity in the naming of this platform which is for women's use in
the house. Correlatively, women are forbidden the knife, and formerly
they remained in the village to conduct ceremonial dancing and cooking
for the feast to welcome back the warriors. (I have mentioned the
importance of tying in ritual, with cutting its opposite.) Middelkoop
(1960: 23) mentions that "the ritual cooking is called dancing" (anbilu
am nasbo)" (1960:23), i.e. circle dancing, and the one type of song
and dance which does not express unity, the ne si'u (elbow quatrain)
— a reproach against people in a hamlet who have misbehaved, in
which they are metaphorically 'elbowed out' — is linked in name with
the outer section of the house where men predominate.

Having discussed dyadic symbolism and the pivotal position of the
'centre', I wish to mention two other usages which recur in Atoni
ritual and conceptualizations of their social and political order, the door
(eno) and the way (ranan). Related to this is the issue of the cross.

The traditional Atoni princedom has four 'door-ways' (eno-ranan)
at the outer periphery and also between the outer and inner circles
(the 'great quarter' of the secular lords and the 'root' area of the ritual

2 1 The cluster of attitudes and expressions about fathers and mothers is not
limited to Atoni in Indonesia, or to patrilineal societies. Geertz (1961:44-46)
speaks of "matrifocality" among the Javanese who have a bilateral kinship
system, and these swear words are found in Kupang Malay (ajahl, father!;
tjuki mai, mother's genitals!) and in Indonesian elsewhere.
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lord respectively.) At both points officials from assigned lineages are
said to guard the door-way, and passage is attended by elaborate
protocol" (cf. the amusing description by Forbes 1885:442). The
officials who guard the outer gates are warriors termed meo naek;
those who guard the gates between the ritual lord's centre and each
'great quarter' are termed atoin mnasi, bife mnasi (old man, old woman).
In the warrior costume, animal and plant symbols are rife, and these
warriors are called meo naek (great cat). The other gate guardians,
the 'old man, old woman', are the only officials whose title combines
a male and female term. Thus the two types of gate guardians are
symbolically either therianthropic or hermaphroditic, appropriate to
their positions between opposed areas, the former between the circle
of the princedom and the wilds, the latter between conceptually 'male'
and 'female' areas.

In Atoni usage, an 'open door' denotes peace and good relations;
a 'closed door', enmity. Marriage is initiated by gifts said to 'open
the door'. As long as the door is open, gifts are exchanged between the
prospective parent-in-law and a couple may conduct courtship. This
culminates in marriage, after which the groom serves for a time in the
house of his bride before they remove to his own area and their own
house. A break in marriage negotiations is said to 'close the door';
gifts no longer move and the door of the girl's house is literally closed
to the boy. Any continuation of the affair must be done kotin (outside),
i.e. in the forest or orchards.

Alliance (affinal or political), the movement of gifts, and mutual
visits are inseparable, as are the reception of guests in a house, their
seating at designated places, and the passing of betel-nut. 'Closing
the door' in any social or political situation denotes disruption, epit-
omized in the Atoni word lasi (enmity; legal dispute; fight; conflict).
Death, the great divide, is termed either lasi nitu (enmity of the
ancestors) or lasi neno (enmity of the sky), the two supernatural
spheres. Avoidance of lasi, enmity, and the maintenance of a 'way'
are vital concerns for Atoni in all contexts. The reader will remember
the earlier point about the tnat oe (hold water) cross-spars (3:i), the
word atnatas meaning 'to hold in giving or receiving, when a gift is
given to a social superordinate.' This term atnatas is also used for
spars at each end of a rack on- which coffins are carried; the rack
(with its four assigned carriers at each corner, two wife-giving affines
in front and two agnates behind) is like a platform (harak). The
leading of the corpse to the grave by the wife-givers is a prestation
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from the living to the supernatural which serves to heal this 'enmity
of the sky' or 'enmity of the ancestors'. The deceased is still considered
to be 'alive' (ahoni), appropriate to the other prestations to a
superordinate. He is considered 'dead' (mates) only after a ritual
following burial.

At its broadest level, 'order' (atoran) in the Atoni house expresses
two simple, but pervasive, concerns — unity and difference — and
their continual interpretation. The house structure is a model of these
concerns. The central structure, the 'mother posts' and the web of
beams they support, is identical to a platform, as is the roof sub-
structure, and the names for parts of a platform recur in its various
uses. This platform structure contrasts with the fence form of the
outer wall and roof. The repetition of these two forms — the only
two the Atoni use in building — expresses, I believe, the two concerns
which underlie any system of classification, unity and difference. The
platform is invariably used to express status difference, whether in
seating elders over younger people, nobles over commoners, rulers
over headmen, guests over hosts, or rice and meat over corn. The
fence form, on the other hand, encircles spheres which posses some
kind of unity and which Atoni call ain (tame or domesticated) in
contrast to those outside called fui (wild). It is thus, for example, that
civil wars within a princedom are with a mus ain (tame enemy); wars
with another princedom are with a mus fui (wild enemy). The wall
and roof, in the fence form, mark the unity of a house and the social
groups it comprises, and the house, viewed from the outside, is an
almost solid circle and dome with no windows and one small entrance.
From within, however, the house is a constant web of intersecting
sections and beams, all symbolized as complementary, appropriate to
the Atoni view of any structured social or political grouping in which
the premise of inequality is pervasive.

The patterns of concentricity and intersection in the 'order' of the
house continually concern what spheres, or groupings, are to be included
of excluded. The circle (or quadrangle) and the cross are ubiquitous
symbols in Atoni material culture, I believe, as expressions of these
basic concerns, and decoration (like house-building) follows repeated
patterns. It is not without reason that these patterns mainly decorate
cloths, door frames, outer house posts, betel and lime containers, and
baskets and mats used on ceremonial occasions, all of which are used
in gifts, or the point of meeting, between groups. Similarly, the figures
representing men and animals are normally composites of quadrangles
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or circles and crosses. It is significant, perhaps, that often one cannot
tell whether a pattern of crosses or a pattern of quadrangles is intended;
the two fuse in expressing unity and opposition, or unity and difference.

These points explain, I believe, why the resolution of conflict in
Atoni society demands an oath made by drawing a cross in the ground
and eating a bit of earth from the point of intersection. The cross
marks the trangression; the point of intersection, the resolution. (Many
people say that the ceremony should be done at a crossroads, but this
is not strictly maintained.) Whether settling disputes over land, pos-
sessions, adultery, contract-breaking, or fights, this form of resolution
is the same, and transcendental justice is believed to support the oath.

The reader will remember that the susuf spars (3: g) of the roof
— with a symbolically 'female' association — form a cross at the
summit between the two 'cranium' beams, this cross marking a point
of segregation between the heats of the sun and hearth (or sky and
earth). The mausak rope then links the segregated spheres. I believe
(though no Atoni said so) that this usage is related to that of cross
patterns in tattoos which old Atoni women have on their hands and
faces. The usual explanation of these tattoos is that they are used to
trade for fire in the afterworld, though the just-so character of this
explanation is such that Atoni cannot elaborate on it and many find
it incomprehensible or ridiculous though they repeat it. I noted earlier
the association of women with fire in the house and the symbolic
importance of segregating 'heats'; again, in regard to the tattoos, the
role of women is pivotal in approaching the afterlife, and the item
they trade for fire in the transition to death bears cross symbols.22

At ceremonies, it is always the young people who must serve, just
as in the past it was a young person who took food out to the hut in
the fields where head-taking warriors were secluded from women and
the village before a purificatory ceremony allowed them to re-enter.
Atoni say that a young person was selected, "because they did not yet
know the difference between good and bad": that is, they were not
yet polarized in a society where social relationships and loyalties
depend upon membership in one gro.up and alliance or opposition

22 Cross and crossroads symbolism marking points of transition is ancient and
widespread, and certainly not limited to Atoni culture or Atoni houses.
European doors still, in most cases, retain the cross, or double cross, pattern.
The cross pattern, and its configuration, in Caucasian and Persian rugs is
related to the European door pattern, these 'rugs' originally being door-
hangings > (not floor-coverings) as the coloured corner tassels at one end
survive in many cases to indicate.

Dl. 120 S
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toward others. To use the Atoni expression, 'they did not yet know
right and left'. The most common tale of origin for Atoni noble lines
vividly illustrates this idiom. The following tale concerns the ritual
lord of Insana, but it is told for many other princely lines:

The ritual lord came alone to Maubesi and was impressed by
the fine coconut and areca palms already planted there. He had
a very handsome face; but when he came, his face and the rest
of his body were blackened with charcoal. He visited a spring
and saw a child of the ruling line, Afenpah, fetching water. He
asked for a drink, but the child would not give the ruler's water
to such an ugly man. Taking a leaf, he washed away the charcoal,
revealing his handsomeness. The child then ran home, telling
what had happened and describing the handsome face; he said
that the man was the true ane-pena tuan (paddy-corn master).
When the people heard this, they came to see the man and
acknowledged him as their ritual lord. He then established him-
self with-his secular lords at Maubesi.

Again, the child is the mediator in the discovery, and the idiom of
the tale is transition. Two aspects of 'order' in the inner left side
of the house, fire and water, are first associated with the man who is
blackened by charcoal at the spring. His transformation involves the
elimination of these associations, his handsome face marking him as
the proper 'head', and he can then be acknowledged 'master' and
delivered the tribute of the fields. The young,, in these contexts, are
like the symbolically therianthropic or hermaphrodite gate guardians
of the princedom; they mediate and hence combine (or, correlatively,
are free of) the associations of the sides they mediate.

In conclusion, I would like to repeat that the house — with its
constituent parts, divisions, form, symbols, and prescriptions concerning
order, arrangement, and the behaviour of those included and excluded —
may be like a mechanical model of the cosmos as conceived by a people.
The Atoni are explicitly concerned with 'order' as expressed in the
house, and so much in their social and political order is related in form
and naming to it. However, the references extend beyond the social
order: space and time, man 2 3 and animals, man and plants, and man
and supernatural are conceived to be ordered by principles related to

2 3 Human body symbolism in the house (e.g. 'cranium', 'head', 'pillow' for the
head, 'elbow', 'foot') is common in Amarasi. It is even more detailed in other
Atoni house types where 'jaw', 'top-knot', 'arms' also appear. In a subsequent
paper on these types, I consider body symbolism.
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those expressed in the house, and symbols involving all of these occur
in the house.

Hertz said that "dualism marks the entire thought of primitive men"
(1960: 96). In so saying, he was delimiting a principle of classification.
His formulation may appear one-sided in the context of the Atoni
house, stressing expressions of difference over those of unity, but he
was on the right track. In using the house to consider ideas of order
in Atoni society, I do not mean to imply that the house need necessarily
be a basic reference, even for Atoni. The principles of categorization,
not their expression, are important. However, as I said, the house is
one of the best modes available to a preliterate society to encapsulate
ideas, given the absence of literature and the sporadic occurrence and
varying degree of individual participation in ritual, and it exemplifies,
I believe, what Mauss meant by "total social phenomena" (1954: 1).
In addition, the house illustrates more than particular principles of
classification; it illustrates the value of classification per se.

A comparative sociology of the house24 might begin with this
question of unity and difference and its expression in architectural
forms, with particular attention to the relation between the symbolic
and social order (cf. Needham 1958). The house form, expressing
these concerns and exhibiting over the world so many common aspects
of structure, is certainly an example of a cultural universal, to which
anthropologists have been urged to attend. I hope that this discussion
contributes to the effort, and also places the houses of the remote
Atoni within such . great and ancient traditions as Hindu-Buddhist
architecture and ancient Asian, Near Eastern, and Central and South
American cities.

Yale University. CLARK E. CUNNINGHAM
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